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Restaurant Le Graffiti 

"Amazing Wine List"

This bistro-type French and Italian restaurant, which is quite popular with

businessmen, is located on Cartier Avenue. The cuisine is delicious and

impeccably presented. The Deer Medallion with Cabernet and blueberry

sauce, and the Salmon with Rhubarb and Red Currant Butter are worth a

try. Graffiti has the largest wine selection in the city; guests have 400

vintages to choose from. The red brick and mahogany dining room is

always inviting, while a private dining room can accommodate 20 people.

 +1 418 529 4949  www.restaurantgraffiti.co

m/

 restograffiti@videotron.ca  1191 Cartier Avenue, Quebec

City QC
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Le Continental 

"Elegant Victorian Mansion"

Right in the heart of Old Quebec, near the Château Frontenac, this

renowned French restaurant is located in an elegant Victorian mansion

built in 1845. Le Continental features a rich and sober decor of deep

colors and oak. Over the years, the cuisine and service has been awarded

many national and international awards. The menu is made up of classics

like snails in garlic butter served in their shells, and various other

preparations.

 +1 418 694 9995  www.restaurantlecontinental.com/  26 Rue St-Louis, Quebec City QC
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Conti Caffè 

"Italian Feast"

Conti Caffè located in St. Jean Baptiste district of Quebec serves a

fabulous range of Italian dishes. Favored dishes here include lobster

preparations like lobster rissotto and fish items like salmon tartare. Apart

from this, the bar churns out some mean concoctions that would

accompany your gorgeous meal well. Don't miss the desserts, they have

some killer signatures in that section too!

 +1 418 692 4191  conticaffe.com/  conticaffe@webnet.qc.ca  32 rue Saint Louis, Quebec

City QC
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Restaurant L'Echaudé 

"Affordable Fine-Dining"

Started in 1984, Restaurant L'Echaudé was a dream conceived by five

travelling friends who had a passion for food. From inspirations which

they gathered from Paris and New York, Restaurant L'Echaudé was born.

The theme of the restaurant is, fine dining experience at an affordable

price. The menu here is seasonal and local organic ingredients form the

base of every dish. Their wines are also sourced from selective vineyards

only. Good food, classy atmosphere and meticulous service all sum up as

a reason for their loyal customer base. The bistro is open 7 days a week,

brunch starts at 10:00a on weekends, lunch starts at 11:30a from Monday
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to Friday and dinner starts at 5:30p. They offer a 21 percent discount on

their menu after 9:00p.

 +1 418 692 1299

(Reservations)

 www.echaude.com/  info@echaude.com  73 Sault-au-Matelot Street,

Quebec City QC
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